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Finishings:

For finishes such as embossing and coating effects, corresponding overprinting spot colors with clear 
marking must be applied. Please always send native files.

Materials covered with foil:
If data is printing on foil-coated material, all colours that do not look metallic must be underlaid with opaque 
white. Please do not send print data with simulated foil. Please create the opaque white as a spot colour with 
the corresponding designation. The colours on it must be set to overprint. You can also overprint the opaque 
white on the colours, which is usually easier. In the printing press, opaque white is applied first to the 
substrate, i.e. under the inks. For optimum production, the objects and surfaces applied in opaque white 
should be retracted 0.05 mm to avoid register problems. White text is also created in opaque white.

Hot foil stamping & high/low embossing:
Embossed objects must be designed as overprinting spot colours with clear marking and at least 4 mm distance 
from cutting lines and dieline contour. All embossing objects must be created overprinting as a net path. 
No path lines with assigned contour thicknesses or pixel elements may be included as embossing objects. 

EXAMPLE: These objects initially look the same. When this file is displayed in the Illustrator, using the path 
view, the differences are clearly illustrated. The embossing form is created in the overprinting color „gold 
embossing“.

Fonts to be embossed should be converted to paths without additional contour thicknesses. 
All non-embossing areas of the embossing form on the plane must be transparent so the underlying print 
data can be checked.

Please send us digital data in compliance with the following technical specifications:   

Data specifications:
Please create the data on a scale of 1:1 according to the binding dieline supplied by Bretschneider. 
The dieline-bleed must be at least 3 mm. The Bretschneider-dieline is supplied by us in the over-printing spot 
colour „RB-Stanze-R“. Please keep this. If the print image is predominantly red, the spot color can be 
changed to „RB-Stanze-G“ for green (100% C+100% Y) or „RB-Stanze-B“ for blue (100% C+100% M). 
The distance between graphic elements (images, areas, text, etc.) and cutting lines/punch contour should be 
at least 2 mm. Line thicknesses should not be less than 0.1 mm. Please do not trap any elements. Black 
elements should be 100% monochrome black. Please do not set white objects or text to overprint.

File format: PDF, INDD, AI, EPS, PSD

Data handling:
Due to neccessary and extensive file-optimizing procedures, please send native files for packaging jobs. 
All files that include added value refining and enhancement as foil embossing, inline foil etc. must be sent as 
native files. Please supply all objects that will be needed for production, ie.: fonts, lithos etc. The minimum 
print resolution for images is 300 dpi. If you do not want to publish fonts for licensing reasons, please 
convert the complete text to outlines. Please note that no more text changes can be made on our part. 
Please set positive text to 5 points or more, and negative or multi-coloured text to 6 points or more. We 
prefer data from Adobe Indesign and Illustrator. Data from other programs may cause additional efforts 
and lead to extra costs. Please do not use third party plugins that would be needed to process your data. 
Please generate a PDF file of each product for layout check.

File transfer:
E-Mail up to 15 MB, download link or FTP transfer. 
Please send compressed data as ZIP file.

CMYK / spot colours:
Colour profile: ISO Coated V2
Profiles should be saved with the images. If other profiles are desired, these must be supplied. 
Colour Space: CMYK
Spot colours: Pantone, HKS
Maximum total colour application for pictures and graphics 300%, on cold foil 230%.
 
BAR codes:  
EAN, 2D and QR codes must be applied monochrome and with sufficient distance (at least 2.5 mm) to other 
objects. The contrast between the EAN code and the background of the code must be as high as possible. In 
order to achieve maximum readability of EAN codes, we can generate and place the EAN code ourselves on 
request. The readability also depends on the material.
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The right file is a pure vector file 
without any overlaps (net form).

The left file consists of fonts and 
lines with assigned strength. The 
vertical & horizontal lines overlap 
the circle.

Finishings:

For finishes such as embossing and coating effects, corresponding overprinting spot colors with clear 
marking must be applied. Please always send native files.

Materials covered with foil:
If data is printing on foil-coated material, all colours that do not look metallic must be underlaid with opaque 
white. Please do not send print data with simulated foil. Please create the opaque white as a spot colour with 
the corresponding designation. The colours on it must be set to overprint. You can also overprint the opaque 
white on the colours, which is usually easier. In the printing press, opaque white is applied first to the 
substrate, i.e. under the inks. For optimum production, the objects and surfaces applied in opaque white 
should be retracted 0.05 mm to avoid register problems. White text is also created in opaque white.

Hot foil stamping & high/low embossing:
Embossed objects must be designed as overprinting spot colours with clear marking and at least 4 mm distance 
from cutting lines and dieline contour. All embossing objects must be created overprinting as a net path. 
No path lines with assigned contour thicknesses or pixel elements may be included as embossing objects. 

EXAMPLE: These objects initially look the same. When this file is displayed in the Illustrator, using the path 
view, the differences are clearly illustrated. The embossing form is created in the overprinting color „gold 
embossing“.

Fonts to be embossed should be converted to paths without additional contour thicknesses. 
All non-embossing areas of the embossing form on the plane must be transparent so the underlying print 
data can be checked.
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Please send us digital data in compliance with the following technical specifications:   

Data specifications:
Please create the data on a scale of 1:1 according to the binding dieline supplied by Bretschneider. 
The dieline-bleed must be at least 3 mm. The Bretschneider-dieline is supplied by us in the over-printing spot 
colour „RB-Stanze-R“. Please keep this. If the print image is predominantly red, the spot color can be 
changed to „RB-Stanze-G“ for green (100% C+100% Y) or „RB-Stanze-B“ for blue (100% C+100% M). 
The distance between graphic elements (images, areas, text, etc.) and cutting lines/punch contour should be 
at least 2 mm. Line thicknesses should not be less than 0.1 mm. Please do not trap any elements. Black 
elements should be 100% monochrome black. Please do not set white objects or text to overprint.

File format: PDF, INDD, AI, EPS, PSD

Data handling:
Due to neccessary and extensive file-optimizing procedures, please send native files for packaging jobs. 
All files that include added value refining and enhancement as foil embossing, inline foil etc. must be sent as 
native files. Please supply all objects that will be needed for production, ie.: fonts, lithos etc. The minimum 
print resolution for images is 300 dpi. If you do not want to publish fonts for licensing reasons, please 
convert the complete text to outlines. Please note that no more text changes can be made on our part. 
Please set positive text to 5 points or more, and negative or multi-coloured text to 6 points or more. We 
prefer data from Adobe Indesign and Illustrator. Data from other programs may cause additional efforts 
and lead to extra costs. Please do not use third party plugins that would be needed to process your data. 
Please generate a PDF file of each product for layout check.

File transfer:
E-Mail up to 15 MB, download link or FTP transfer. 
Please send compressed data as ZIP file.

CMYK / spot colours:
Colour profile: ISO Coated V2
Profiles should be saved with the images. If other profiles are desired, these must be supplied. 
Colour Space: CMYK
Spot colours: Pantone, HKS
Maximum total colour application for pictures and graphics 300%, on cold foil 230%.
 
BAR codes:  
EAN, 2D and QR codes must be applied monochrome and with sufficient distance (at least 2.5 mm) to other 
objects. The contrast between the EAN code and the background of the code must be as high as possible. In 
order to achieve maximum readability of EAN codes, we can generate and place the EAN code ourselves on 
request. The readability also depends on the material.

Example
file

Wrong



The word is positive (overprinting).

overprint

The word is knocked out in the varnish.  Not placed in white.

Varnish effect matt/glossy:
The varnish effect must be applied as a spot colour with the appropriate designation (matt or gloss varnish) 
and set to overprint on the objects that are to become glossy or matt. 
If spot varnish is applied with a flexible varnish cliché, the glossy elements must be applied positively.

With a matt/glossy effect using the DripOff process, the glossy part must be applied negatively, since the 
gloss coating is applied over the entire surface of the coating unit and the effect coating that provides the 
matt surfaces is applied over a printing plate.
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Your data will be checked within 2 working days after receiving the data

Preflight criteria:

PDFs and native data:
- Bretschneider dieline overprinting in spot color
- Punch filling at least 3 mm
- colours
- Finishing such as varnish effect, cold foil or embossing as spot colour overprinting
- The distance between graphic elements (images, areas, text, etc.) and cutting lines and punch contour    
   should be at least 2 mm
- graphic elements not located in covered areas
- Line thicknesses should not be less than 0.1 mm.
- Images should have a resolution of 300 dpi or more, line scan/bitmap 1200 dpi
- font sizes must not be less than 5 pt positive and 6 pt negative
- Black elements should be 100% monochrome black or 100% K + 60% C for deep black

Additionally for native data:
- All fonts and images used must be supplied, or the texts must be converted into outlines and images 
  have to be embedded or linked.

First Data Check
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